**LncRNA ANRIL Regulates Ovarian Cancer Progression and Tumor Stem Cell-Like Characteristics via miR-324-5p/Ran Axis [Retraction]**


The Editor and Publisher of *OncoTargets and Therapy* wish to retract the published article. It was bought to the journal’s attention that several figures within the article appeared to have duplicated images, specifically:

- Figure 4E panel 0 h si-ANRIL R2 appears to be duplicated with Figure 4E panel 0 h miR-NC.
- Figure 5A panel si-NC appears to share duplicated regions with Figure 5A panel miR-NC.
- Figure 5C row ALDH CD133, the far left and centre right flow cytometry panels appear to show duplicated regions.
- Figure 5C row ALDH CD133, the centre left and far right flow cytometry panels appear to show duplicated regions.
- Figure 5C row CD117 CD44, the far left and centre right flow cytometry panels appear to show duplicated regions.
- Figure 5C row CD117 CD44, the centre left and far right flow cytometry panels appear to show duplicated regions.
- Figure 5C row Notch1 CD24, the far left and centre right flow cytometry panels appear to show duplicated regions.
- Figure 5C row Notch1 CD24, the centre left and far right flow cytometry panels appear to show duplicated regions.
- Figure 6D panel si-NC appears to share duplicated regions with Figure 6D panel si-ANRIL R2+pcDNA-Ran.
- Figure 6D panel si-ANRIL R2 appears to share duplicated regions with Figure 6D panel si-ANRIL R2+pcDNA.

The authors were unable to provide a satisfactory explanation for the alleged duplication and were unable to provide the original images used in the figures. The editor determined the findings of the article were no longer valid and requested for the article to be rejected.

Our decision-making was informed by our policy on publishing ethics and integrity and the COPE guidelines on retraction.

The retracted article will remain online to maintain the scholarly record, but it will be digitally watermarked on each page as “Retracted”.
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